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We would like to pay a special tribute and acknowledge the vision and generosity of the anonymous donor 

who provided funding to develop and grow Time to Read for the years 2017 to 2019 which was vital to BITCI.   

This funding provided through the Community Foundation for Ireland has directly impacted on Ireland’s 

improved literacy levels.   BITCI is most grateful for that three-year support and this report outlines its impact. 

The 2019-’20 Time to Read programme overcame the challenge of Covid-19 as best it could when all schools 

closed in March.   41 partnerships commenced and two were new to Time to Read.  Some companies took up 

Time to Count instead of Time to Read to provide a different opportunity to their employees.  Many 

partnerships were able to complete most of their reading sessions, the library visit and the workplace visit 

before schools had to shut in March.   Some participants, though, were in the early weeks of their programme 

when the impact of Covid-19 struck. 

When you read this report however the magic that is Time to Read jumps off the page: the fabulous social 

engagement between child and volunteer, the excitement in schools when volunteers come in, the increased 

interest in literacy by families who get involved, and the personal impacts that volunteers describe taking part 

has on them, to name just a few. There is no doubt that this programme changes the lives of most of those 

who participate. 

We congratulate the companies for their support and commitment to the children, schools and families. The 

aim now is to provide this vital support and impactful employee engagement activity in the new school 

environment, in a new and virtual manner.  Now, more than ever before we need to keep this magic alive.  

Marginalized children typically retreat in terms of their learning including reading during the summer break.  

Experts have cited that many children attending DEIS schools will be disproportionally affected by the six- 

month closure since March. Not only have their literacy skills been affected, but also their socialisation, peer 

interaction and well-being. At this critical time for children in DEIS schools, the support of the business 

community is needed more than ever to address this loss of learning and to maximise literacy outcomes for 

these children.  Since June, we have worked with experts and stakeholders to adapt the programme so that it 

can still operate via virtual means.   BITC is seeking more businesses to get involved as it adds hugely to 

employee engagement in workplaces and is so enjoyable as the following pages describe for the reader.   Enjoy 

the read.  

Fania Ellison, Time to Read Programme Coordinator 

Section 1  

Executive Summary 
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Business in the Community Ireland is the network for responsible business. Our purpose is to inspire and 

enable businesses to bring about a sustainable, low carbon economy and a more inclusive society where 

everyone thrives. We act as trusted advisers in sustainability and corporate social responsibility. By 

facilitating forums for reflection and action, we ensure that businesses anticipate and are ready to meet the 

current, pressing challenges of climate change, the pipeline of talent as well as the issues of social inclusion, 

diversity and accountability.   

Our education work falls under our pillar of social inclusion.  Time to 

Read is a reading enhancement initiative which supports the 

Government’s Literacy & Numeracy Strategy.  It provides an 

employee engagement opportunity for companies to engage in one 

to one reading sessions with local primary school children.   The 

programme’s desired outcomes are: 

1. To increase the enjoyment of reading  

2. To increase confidence in reading  

3. To improve and encourage self-discovery  

4. To improve fluency and comprehension when reading 

 

Businesses partner a local DEIS primary school and weekly reading sessions take place at the school, with each 

volunteer spending an hour reading with two second class children, for a half hour each. The children read 

with their volunteers from a selection of specially chosen books. The volunteers use a variety of reading 

strategies to help the child develop their fluency and comprehension, and therefore their confidence, in 

reading. The children’s parents and guardians are invited to be involved at key stages of the programme. 

Library visits are an important programme element to encourage continued reading once the programme 

ends. There is also a workplace visit to the company where the children see the work area of their volunteer 

reader and get a tour of the workplace. 

Since the programme began, the continuing development and expansion of Time to Read has been overseen 

by a Steering Group. This year BITCI took the decision that the Steering Group had successfully fulfilled its 

purpose of guiding the initial growth of the programme set out at its inception in 2013 following the pilot 

phase and it was no longer required though all agreed to provide support on an ad hoc basis as needed. 

 

1.1 Introduction  

 

ESB, Cork & Glasheen GNS 
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41 schools completed the Time to Read Programme in 2019-2020: 

• Aviva & Scoil Cholmcille Junior, Ballybrack, Co. 

Dublin 

• Bank of Ireland & Harold’s Cross NS, Dublin 6 

• Bank of Ireland & Scoil Mhuire, Rathsallagh, 

Co. Dublin 

• Bank of Ireland & Holy Family Primary School, 

Dún Laoghaire, Co. Dublin 

• Bank of Ireland & St. John of God NS, Co. 

Kilkenny 

• Business in the Community Ireland & St 

Mary’s Primary, Dorset Street, Dublin 1 

• Citi & St. Laurence O'Toole’s CBS, Dublin 1 

• CNP Santander & St. Paul’s Primary, Dublin 7 

• Core & St. James’ Primary, Dublin 8 

• Cork County Council & Coachford NS, Co. Cork 

• Cornmarket & St. Brigid’s Primary School, 

Dublin 8 

• Davy & O’ Connell CBS Primary, Dublin 1 

• Dublin City Council & St. Paul’s Primary 

School, Dublin 7 

• Elavon Financial Services & St. Columbanus 

N.S., Glenageary, Co. Dublin   

• Elavon Financial Services & St. Patrick's NS, 

Arklow, Co. Wicklow 

• ESB Networks Finglas/Electric Ireland Santry & 

St. Kevin’s BNS, Dublin 11 

• ESB & St. Patrick’s GNS, Dublin 4 

• ESB & St. Laurence O’Tooles GNS, Dublin 1 

• ESBl & St. Mary’s NS, Dublin 3 

• ESB Networks & Queen of Angels Primary 

School, Dublin 16 

• ESB & Glasheen GNS, Co. Cork 

• Fáilte Ireland & St. Joseph’s CBS, Dublin 3 

• Fexco & Glounaguillagh NS, Co. Kerry 

• Galway City Council & Mercy Primary School, 

Galway City 

• Gas Networks Ireland & Scoil Aiséirí Chríost, 

Co. Cork 

• Gas Networks Ireland & Mother of Divine 

Grace, Dublin 11 

• Horse Racing Ireland & Scoil Mhuire JNS, 

Newbridge, Co. Kildare 

• Irish Life & Scoil Chaoimhín, Dublin 1  

• Kildare Village & St. Brigid’s Primary School, 

Co. Kildare 

• KPMG & City Quay NS, Dublin 2 

• Lionbridge & Scoil Íosa, Ballina, Co. Mayo 

• Mayo County Council & St Angela’s NS, 

Castlebar 

• Pramerica & Letterkenny Educate Together, 

Co. Donegal 

• Sligo County Council & St. John’s NS, Sigo 

Town 

• Teneo & Good Shepherd NS, Dublin 14 

• Virgin Media & Le Cheile NS, Co. Limerick 

• Virgin Media & St. Vincent’s GNS, Dublin 1 

• Workday & Francis St. CBS, Dublin 8  

• Zurich & St Brigid’s Primary School, Dublin 4 

• Zurich & St. John of God Primary School, Co. 

Wexford 

• Zurich Life & St Kevin’s NS, Sallynoggin, Co. 

Dublin 
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The Time to Read programme has four stated aims. Teachers, Home School Community Liaison Coordinators 

(HSCL) and company volunteers were each asked to evaluate how the programme performed with regard to 

these aims.  The results provide strong evidence that each aim was achieved: 

Overview of the programme’s stated aims. 

Answer Options 
Teachers: 

Exceeded/Met 
objective 

HSCL: Exceeded/Met 
objective 

Company Volunteers: 
Exceeded/Met 

objective 

 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 

Increased the enjoyment of 
reading 

100% 100%  100% 96% 92% 94% 

Increased confidence in 
reading 

97% 97% 91% 96% 92% 96% 

Improved fluency and 
comprehension when 
reading 

94% 97% 91%  90% 86% 91% 

Improved and encouraged 
self-discovery 

92% 89% 95% 94% 81% 91% 

 

The impact of Time to Read on the role of HSCL was very positive this year. Many highlighted how it increased 

communication between themselves and the children’s families and this was very beneficial to their work. This 

is outlined further in section 4 of the report. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2  Main Findings 

 

 

Lionbridge Technologies, Global Crowdsourcing & Scoil 

Íosa, Ballina, Co. Mayo 
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40 teachers were involved in the Time to Read programme this year. 36 (90%) of the teachers (76% in 2019) 

completed the evaluation. The evaluation form was divided into four key sections: 

2.1 Programme Benefits & Impacts 

2.2 Programme Operation 

2.3 Service & Support  

2.4 Recommendations 

 

 

 

In this section we asked the school coordinators to consider and evaluate whether the programme met its 

aims and objectives. The programme’s stated aims are: 

− To increase the enjoyment of reading  

− To increase confidence in reading  

− To improve and encourage self-discovery  

− To improve fluency and comprehension when reading 

 

2.1.1. Objective One: To Increase the Enjoyment of Reading 

Teachers indicated that the participating children’s enjoyment of reading:  

− Increased a lot: 64% (82% in 2019) 

− Increased somewhat: 36% (18% in 2019) 

− Remained the same: 0% (0% in 2019) 

− Decreased: 0% (0% in 2019) 

 

Teachers commented: 

Time to Read is an activity the children really look forward to each week and they are always excited to go and 

read with the volunteer and share their reading when they come back to the classroom. Books they often start 

with the volunteers are then brought home and they like reading them at home too. 

2.1  Programme Benefits & Impacts 

 

Section 2 

Teacher Evaluation 
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Yes, I feel the Time to Read programme has certainly helped to enable the children to find reading enjoyable. 

Especially as they are able to select their chosen books each week themselves and share their interests through 

the books with their respective Time to Read volunteers. 

 

This programme has made the children in our school so enthusiastic about reading. It really has been brilliant. 

 

2.1.2. Objective Two:  To Increase Confidence in Reading 

In considering the programme’s second objective the teachers indicated that the children’s confidence in 

reading:  

− Increased a lot: 56% (68% in 2019) 

− Increased somewhat: 42% (29% in 2019) 

− Remained the same: 3% (3% in 2019) 

− Decreased: 0% (0% in 2019) 

 

Children thrive on the one to one attention they receive from the volunteer, they are constantly praised and 

encouraged by the volunteer which helps their confidence so much. 

 

Yes, I find that the children are more eager to share their overall reading experience and contribute to class 

discussions as a result of Time to Read. They are also more confident when reading aloud as part of a group in 

the classroom setting. 

 

The children involved in Time to Read were more of the 'reluctant' readers in our classroom, Time to Read 

gave them an opportunity to view and experience reading in a positive, relaxed atmosphere - away from the 

classroom and with books that the children could pick themselves. I sensed a sense of responsibility with 

some of the children, as they viewed their involvement as a way to practice their skills during the week or 

even to 'show off' during our own reading of classroom material as I would encourage them further saying 

'Oh wow (your volunteer) would have been so proud of that' or 'You could really tell you are part of the Time 

to Read group- what great reading!' They were definitely very proud! 
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2.1.3. Objective Three:  To Improve and Encourage Self-Discovery 

Self-discovery means the child becomes aware of different genres and the types of books they like to read.  It 

also means knowing which authors they like to read. When considering the programme’s third objective 

teachers indicated that the children’s self-discovery: 

 

− Increased a lot: 36% (42% in 2019) 

− Increased somewhat: 56% (47% in 2019) 

− Remained the same: 8% (8% in 2019) 

− Decreased: 0% (3% in 2019) 

 

Yes, I think that the children grow to love reading rather than just selecting any book they put some thought 

into it when choosing a book. 

 

I think that the experience has awarded the children the opportunity to show more autonomy in their 

learning, therefore allowing them to discover their own literary preferences and enhance their interest in 

reading. 

 

Identifying their favourite genres and authors and giving them choice helped self-discovery. 

 

2.1.4. Objective Four:  To Improve Fluency and Comprehension when Reading 

In relation to the programme’s fourth objective, the participating teachers were asked to consider the 

children's fluency and comprehension when reading. The teachers indicated that the children’s fluency and 

comprehension when reading:  

 

− Increased a lot: 39% (34% in 2019) 

− Increased somewhat: 56% (63% in 2019) 

− Remained the same: 3% (3% in 2019) 

− Decreased: 0% (0% in 2019) 

 

The children love talking to the volunteers about the books they have read. They often come back to class 

talking about what they have read/ their favourite parts etc. 
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For those who are achieving at a lower level in reading attainment, the programme provides valuable time to 

practice and reinforce reading skills. The ability to choose books, bring home books and even re-read 

favourite books provides massive benefits for fluency. 

 

There was lots of discussion about the books and I think this is where some of the real learning took place. 

 

2.1.5. Qualitative Impacts of the Time to Read Programme 

Teachers were asked to identify and comment on any individual child (without naming them) where the 

impact of the programme has been particularly evident. Feedback from the teachers included: 

 

One particular child is extremely shy and not forthcoming with chat, and initially seems quite daunted by this. 

She has come on so much and participates fully now with her reading buddies. 

 

Yes I had one child in my class who particularly stood out. She wasn’t bothered about school and had low self-

motivation. She changed into an interested child and became more a class player. She got stuck in to class 

activities instead of withdrawing. 

 

A child who usually groans at reading time was first in line to rush down to time to read!! 

 

2.1.6. Additional Impacts of the Time to Read Programme 

Teachers indicated that the programme had a number of other impacts on the participating children. 

Further impacts included: 

− Social engagement: 100% (100% in 2019)  

− Emotional engagement: 83% (82% in 2019) 

− Learning development: 69% (Not measured in 2019) 

− Reading development: 67% (82% in 2019) 

− Cognitive development: 59% (61% in 2019) 

− Other: 8% 

 

Teachers commented: 

The volunteers established good relationships with the children from the start. They were observant of each 

child's personality and behaviour and were quick to change and adapt their approach if necessary. 
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It is wonderful for the children to get one to one attention with another adult. It has a huge emotional benefit 

and they really looked forward to the weekly session. 

 

It really ticked all of the above boxes! It was such a fantastic programme, the children involved (and volunteers 

too I feel!) really got so much out of it. The children were buzzing after their sessions and couldn't wait to bring 

their books home to show their parents/ siblings. 

 

2.1.7. Further Impacts on the Children Attributed to Time to Read 

Teachers were asked to detail any impacts on the children not directly involved in the programme that they 

noticed and which they attributed to Time to Read. 42% of teachers said they saw a difference, 19% did not 

and 36% could not say. 

 

Initially, there was a lot of disappointment when the 'chosen 8 ' were picked. With a big class of 29, of course 

there was a little sadness! Reading and books were seen in a positive light and choosing a book from our 'Time 

to Read Green Box' (a book we kept all our T2R books in!) became a treat! I would encourage the children not 

involved to keep working on their reading as we might one Thursday 'need a sub' This happened once or twice 

during the sessions, and with parental supervision, the child picked was just delighted and enjoyed their wee 

session. The library visit was thoroughly enjoyable and worthwhile familiarising the children with the different 

areas/ age groups etc. 

 

Yes, they were curious as to what happened during Time to Read and kept asking if they could have a turn! 

 

 

 

 

 

In this section we asked teachers to rate and comment on different aspects of the programme’s operation – 

from the venue of the reading sessions to the books provided.  The venue is where the reading sessions took 

place and these varied from school libraries to parents’ rooms. We encourage schools to choose a quiet and 

comfortable space to enhance the experience. 

 

 

 

2.2  Programme Operation 
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2.2.1. Programme Books 

Considerable research with experts has been undertaken to ensure that the Time to Read books are as suitable 

as possible.  Books have been chosen to ensure that there is a wide range of reading levels and interests 

covered in fiction and non-fiction books.  Initially about 60% of the books were provided and about 6 or 7 

weeks later further books were chosen by each school to compliment that selection, based on the children’s 

interests and the books already in the school. Understandably, the book selection process can be quite 

challenging as year on year interests and abilities change with each new group of children; but we strive to 

address this each year. 

The teachers were asked to rate the appropriateness and the variety of the books.  92% of school 

coordinators indicated that the Time to Read books provided were very appropriate and a good variety, this is 

an improved result on last year (87% in 2019). 6% rated them as appropriate but not enough variety and 3% 

as not appropriate and not enough variety. 

The range and variety of books provided enabled pupils to read at their level, read books on topics of interest 

and challenged them to stretch themselves. 

 

Time to read provided amazing resources. There were books to meet varied interests of every child in the group. 

 

The children mentioned that they were very happy with the selection. They were impressed with the range of 

books and the fact that they could choose from a wide selection. 

 

 

 

 

Each teacher was asked to rate and comment on the service received from the BITCI coordinator, as well as 

the communication with the volunteers and to describe the partnership between the school and the company.  

The ratings were: excellent, very good, fair or poor. 

 

2.3.1. Service provided by BITCI  

The service provided by the BITCI coordinator was evaluated excellent by 89%, very good by 8% and fair by 3% 

of teachers. Teachers commented: 

 

Excellent, always excellent communication, very punctual and friendly during sessions. Very easy to work with. 

 

 

2.3 Service and Support   

 

2.3  Service and Support 
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Knowledgeable, helpful, motivated, kind, understanding, organised, approachable, realistic. 

 

Our coordinator was very helpful from the beginning. She showed me exactly what was involved. We met 

three times throughout the project and each time she was very encouraging and complimentary of the school 

and the children. 

 

2.3.2. Communication & Information Sharing with Company Volunteers 

89% of respondents indicated that there was sufficient communication and sharing of information with the 

volunteers during the programme. 

Yes, excellent communication and always a willingness by the volunteers to give extra time to share and 

transfer information. 

 

Yes, we had regular meetings through which we had the opportunity to provide our own feedback about 

particular pupils and the volunteers had the opportunity to discuss their experiences. 

 

We met before the reading sessions started. After a few sessions, I was able to touch base with the volunteers 

to discuss any issues that had arisen and to brainstorm ideas around motivation. 

 

2.3.3. Partnership between the School and Company 

The partnership with the partnered company was evaluated as excellent by 83% and very good by 17% of 

teachers. 

 

They have supported us in so many ways. We are very grateful for their continued support. 

 

We have a longstanding relationship with the company now and we feel it is a successful partnership. The 

company have been very reliable and excellent to work with. The volunteers have been amazing and always so 

understanding and kind to the children. We always get such a warm welcome at the workplace visit. It is the 

highlight of some of the children’s year. 

 

The volunteers were readily respectful of our environment and fitted in seamlessly with our timetable. We were 

very lucky with our company. The fact that they have the school library service was an absolute bonus. We had 

a lovely visit to their site and it had a fantastic variety.  
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In this section we asked teachers if they had any recommendations to make about the programme. 

 

2.4.1. Programme Changes and Improvements 

64% of school coordinators would make no change to the Time to Read Programme. Of the remaining 36%, 

suggestions and improvements related to: 

 

− The library visit 

− The books 

− The workplace visit 

− Other 

 

Just the number of volunteers. Having experienced the huge success of the Time to Read programme and its 

positive impact on the children involved It would be so fantastic to have more children on board. Or twice the 

number of children for maybe half of the time? I understand the logistics of this and difficulty of getting 

volunteers 'released'. This class was a particularly large one too! 

 

2.4.2. Recommending the Time to Read Programme 

The teachers’ net promoter score when asked how likely they were to recommend the Time to Read 

programme to a colleague was 78 out of 100 (78.9 in 2019). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.4.   Recommendations 
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Of the 41 Time to Read partnerships this year, 32 principals completed the evaluation report – a 78% response 

rate (90% in 2019). The evaluation was divided into four sections: 

3.1 Programme Impacts & Benefits  

3.2 Programme Operation 

3.3 Support and Service 

3.4 Recommendations 

 

 

 

In this section we examined what the principals thought were the main benefits to their school and to the 

children from taking part in the programme. We also asked the principals to consider what they felt the 

impacts of the programme were. 

3.1.1. Overall Impact of the Programme on Children  

Principals were asked to rate the overall impact on the children and the options given were: very positive, 

positive, no impact or negative impact. The principals indicated that the overall impact of the Time to Read 

Programme on the children who took part was extremely valuable. 100% of principals rated the overall impact 

to students as either very positive (84%) or positive (16%). 

 

Principals commented: 

The children improved their fluency and comprehension of reading and gained confidence and enjoyment from 

it. Furthermore they thoroughly enjoyed meeting their volunteers and chatting to them each week. 

 

The pupils' participation with reading volunteers and parents at the time to read launch ceremony set the 

programme up for maximum engagement, increased reading attainments and success of the programme. The 

pupils maintained their enthusiasm throughout the programme, it aided their school attendance and 

encouraged literacy pursuits both in school and at home. 

3.1 Programme Benefits & Impacts 

 

Section 3  

Principal Evaluation 
 

http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=IwJdqwzVo1%2bOJtmYiDBNxzqdf6dEUAh3Y1YO4MlH5pxHLcA09N3NO%2b%2bI5HfifrAF&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=IwJdqwzVo1%2bOJtmYiDBNxzqdf6dEUAh3Y1YO4MlH5pzPx1mVA9244qYErYxqCy7t&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=bGSyYUbagHaTh18UnmG7tDLyq8wKVE15MG4KWQlB%2biQerfl7kb6Tmsct3otIbW%2fO&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=IwJdqwzVo1%2bOJtmYiDBNxzqdf6dEUAh3Y1YO4MlH5pyEotnZoYAjL0an4psnaPt%2f&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
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This programme has unlimited benefits for our young readers in terms of interest, motivation and sociability. 

It inspires a love of reading and develops a confidence in the participants, enhancing self-esteem etc. The 

benefits go way beyond the literacy arena even. 

 

3.1.2. Overall Impact of the Programme on the School 

81% of principals felt that there was a very positive impact overall on the school, 19% felt it was positive, with 

comments such as:  

 

The teaching staff feel supported in their work because the volunteers provide regular and consistent assistance 

to developing reading skills with children in their classes. The links between the school and Aviva go beyond 

the scope of the Time to Read programme. Aviva has supported many other projects in the school for the 

children. 

 

The Time to Read Programme is now firmly embedded as an invaluable component of the school's overall 

literacy plan. This literacy intervention is highly supportive for the 8 to 9 nine year olds who are selected to 

participate in the programme, this age group benefit enormously from the intervention as it promotes and 

assists with the development of independent reading. 

 

The programme created a great buzz throughout the whole school community which helped enormously to 

further increase the love of reading amongst all classes. 

 

3.1.3. Overall Impact of the Programme on the Families  

75% of principals felt that there was a very positive impact overall on the families involved, 19% felt it was 

positive and 6% felt it had no impact with comments such as:  

 

The Parents are always cooperative with initiatives that will ultimately benefit their child's education. Parents 

readily see the many benefits that accrue to their child once the literacy skills are attained and it certainly is a 

bonus if the pupil progresses on to become a "reader" for life be that a book worm or engaging successfully 

with digital literacy or a combination of both. 

 

Families have reported benefits in the area of literacy, particularly in the area of motivation. They have also 

noted the sociability benefits. 
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Gas Networks Ireland & Scoil Aiséirí Chríost, Cork 

 

3.1.4. Impact of Programme on School Literacy Plan 

100% of respondents indicated that the Time to Read programme contributed to the literacy plan for their 

school. 

 

Teaching reading skills in a class setting is an important element of developing literacy skills. However, the 

Time to Read programme allows children to derive enjoyment from reading. They also have choice about what 

they read. 

 

The consistent contact with the pupils and the availability of suitable fiction & non-fiction reading materials for 

this targeted group of pupils contributes successfully to the overall literacy plan for the school. The reading 

volunteer can quickly become the "significant adult" in the young pupil's life and can be very influential in 

encouraging the young child to become a proficient reader and possibly inculcate a love of reading for life! 
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3.1.5. Main Advantage of Time to Read in School 

In an open-ended question, principals were asked to discuss the main advantages of having Time to Read in 

their school.  Below are some of the comments: 

 

One on one reading for the children, allowing teacher to work with the rest of the class in smaller groups 

while it is going on. 

 

The boost to the attitudes and self-esteem of the children who participated. 

 

It is truly wonderful for the school to have nurtured and developed a positive relationship with G.N.I. over the 

past number of years. We are now working in partnership with the company to explore other avenues of 

support that would benefit our pupils and aid the targeted group to reach their full potential as young adults 

in society. 

 

 

 

 

Principals were asked to rate and comment on their satisfaction with the operational aspects of the 

programme. 

 

3.2.1. Weekly Visits of Volunteers to the School 

The response from principals to this question was very positive.  94% of principals indicated that the weekly 

visit of the Time to Read volunteers to their school worked very well and 6% indicated that it worked well.  

Principals commented: 

Volunteers were like a breath of fresh air every Wednesday and the excited hum of reading and conversation 

and excitement of the children was a privilege to see and hear. 

 

Great volunteers with a genuine interest in helping the pupils. 

 

They were a lovely kind caring group of adults. They were really interested in the children and some travelled 

long distances to participate. 

 

 

3.2 Programme Operation  

 

 

3.3 Service and Support   

 

http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=IwJdqwzVo1%2bOJtmYiDBNxzqdf6dEUAh3Y1YO4MlH5pzPx1mVA9244qYErYxqCy7t&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
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Each principal was asked to rate and comment on the service provided by BITCI, as well as the partnership 

between the company and the school.  The ratings were: excellent, very good, fair or poor. 

 

3.3.1. Service Provided by BITCI 

This year, 88% of respondents evaluated the service provided by the BITCI Coordinator as excellent, 9% rated 

it very good and 3% as fair.  Comments included: 

 

The Time to Read Coordinator is always on hand to direct, aid, implement and reassess all aspects of the 

programme. The Coordinator ensures all components of the programme run smoothly between the school 

and Company personnel. Communication is key and the Coordinator certainly delivers on this for both the 

school and the Company. Thank you!! 

 

Our coordinator is wonderful. Always so happy, bubbly and pleasant; in person, on the phone and via emails. 

She is always helpful, supportive and super organised. I am forever in awe of her organisational skills! 

Everything is always ready for meetings, starting the programme, visits, etc. I am very confident that without 

XXX’s input the programme wouldn't be the success it now is. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mayo County Council & St. Angela’s NS 

 

 

3.3 Service & Support  
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3.3.2. Partnership between the School and Company 

91% of respondents rated the partnership between the school and company as excellent and 9% rated it as 

very good. Some of the principals’ comments are outlined below: 

 

The school was extremely satisfied with the weekly visits. The volunteers were always there on time. They 

never let the children down. There was always someone to fill in and the children always had someone to 

read with. The company has supported other initiatives, such as providing music workshops and financing the 

Sensory room. 

 

The company has been so supportive of the school from the beginning of the partnership and the partnership 

is growing stronger year to year. 

 

The company is a hugely important part of our community. It's fantastic to have built a very strong link with 

the company through this programme. 

 

 

 

 

In this section of the evaluation principals were asked for any recommendations or changes they would make 

to the programme along with improvements in feedback and support.  

 

3.4.1. Recommendations and Changes 

34% of principals would make no changes to the Time to Read Programme.  Of the remaining 66%, the 

recommendations related to: 

− The library visit 

− The books 

− Other 

 

Expand it! It is a great programme and it would be wonderful to have more volunteers. Also, as 35-40% of DEIS 

school children could qualify for learning support, perhaps learning support children could be included, if the 

volunteers got training in how to best support a child with less developed literacy skills. 

 

3.4 Recommendations   
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The one and only recommendation I would have for the programme would be to perhaps lengthen the number 

of weeks of contact so as to offer the programme to more if not all the children in 2nd class as the only issue 

we have is trying to explain to children and parents why only some children are involved. I realise this may not 

be feasible. 

 

We would love to be able to offer the programme in class with the class teacher and all children in a group 

format as part of our literacy hour on occasion rather than 1-1 for each visit. 

 

3.4.2. Recommending the Time To Read Programme 

Principals’ Net Promoter Score when asked how likely they were to recommend the Time to Read programme 

to a colleague was 75 out of 100 (also 75 in 2019). 
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In 2019-2020 there were 24 Home School Community Liaison Coordinators (HSCL) involved in the Time to Read 

programme. Some schools do not have a dedicated HSCL involved with the programme. Over the course of 

the Time to Read programme they discussed the programme with the children and their families, and in most 

cases they attended the library and workplace visits. 21 (88%) HSCL Coordinators completed the 2019 Time to 

Read Programme Evaluation (91% in 2019).  

The evaluation was divided into 3 sections: 

4.1 Programme Benefits & Impacts 

4.2 Programme Operation & Service 

4.3 Recommendations 

 

 

 

4.1.1. Meeting the Programme’s Aims and Objectives 

The HSCLs indicated that the programme met, if not exceeded, its stated objectives. 

Table 3: Achieving Programme Aims and Objectives 

Answer Options 
Exceeded its 

objective 
Met its 

objective 
Partially met 

objective 

Did not 
meet its 
objective 

Cannot 
comment 

 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 

Increased the 
enjoyment of reading 

57% 63% 43% 33% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 3% 

Increased confidence in 
reading 

43% 53% 48% 43% 9% 0% 0% 0% 0% 3% 

Improved & encouraged 
self-discovery 

33% 27% 62% 66% 5% 3% 0% 4% 0% 3% 

Improved fluency & 
comprehension when 
reading 

24% 30% 67% 60% 9% 7% 0% 12% 0% 3% 

 

 

Section 4  

Home School Community 

Liaison Evaluation 

4.1 Programme Benefits & Impacts 

http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=IwJdqwzVo1%2bOJtmYiDBNxzqdf6dEUAh3Y1YO4MlH5pxHLcA09N3NO%2b%2bI5HfifrAF&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=IwJdqwzVo1%2bOJtmYiDBNxzqdf6dEUAh3Y1YO4MlH5pzPx1mVA9244qYErYxqCy7t&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
http://www.surveymonkey.net/MySurvey_EditPage.aspx?sm=IwJdqwzVo1%2bOJtmYiDBNxzqdf6dEUAh3Y1YO4MlH5pyEotnZoYAjL0an4psnaPt%2f&TB_iframe=true&height=450&width=650
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The participants really enjoyed this program and they were extremely excited to read and pick new books and 

also talk about their experience. 

 

The staff at the company built such wonderful relationships with the children in our school, that the children 

viewed each visit as a reward rather than a literacy activity. Reading was always approached with such fun. 

 

The one to one reading experience with buddy reader/volunteer gives each child a space to improve their 

reading and become more confident, therefore transferring this enjoyment and self-discovery to the home 

and to the classroom. Developing the life-long skills of reading fluency and comprehension in a positive and 

happy environment has boosted their self-esteem and self-belief. 

 

4.1.2. Additional Impacts of Programme 

The HSCLs indicated that Time to Read had a number of other impacts on the participating children.  

− Improved social engagement: 100% 

− Improved oral communication: 86% 

− Improved motivation: 67% 

− Improved emotional engagement: 62%  

− Improved learning development: 57% 

− No impact: 5% 

 

Working with an adult on a one to one basis was great for the pupils’ social engagement learning how to 

communicate with supportive adults. 

 

Time to Read ticks all boxes over the course of the programme with all the children. The children are 

motivated to show their reader how well they can read. They thrive on praise and will always try their best to 

show how good they can be. They love the 1to1 attention each session brings. They start out quiet and shy on 

week 1 but there's no stopping the chatting at the end of the programme. It's a special time where the 

children can build a lovely relationship with their volunteer. 

 

The children were given an opportunity to chat to adults from unfamiliar backgrounds which was very 

beneficial. 
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4.1.3. Synergy with Home School Liaison objectives  

Respondents were asked to indicate whether Time to Read had assisted them in their roles as HSCL 

Coordinators with families and guardians. 86% indicated the programme greatly enhanced or somewhat 

enhanced their role. The remaining 14% respondents stated that the programme did not enhance their role.  

 

The programme was a great way of inviting target parents to the school for the launch of the programme thus 

encouraging them to take an active role in their child's learning. 

 

As HSCL I was able to communicate and form stronger relationships with families I only knew to see. We were 

able to have a couple of coffee mornings and lovely phone calls which led to more positive school relationships. 

 

Personally, it was a great chance for me to get to know some of our new parents and create stronger links 

which will be beneficial in the future. 

 

4.1.4. Impacts Noticed on Individual Children 

Respondents were asked to comment on any individual child (without naming) where the impact of the 

programme has been particularly evident. Comments included: 

 

The confidence of one particular girl in the class grew throughout the weeks of her involvement in the 

programme. She now volunteers to read aloud and was assigned a prayer to read on the altar for her First 

Holy Communion Day. She told her teacher she now reads to her mum at home. 

 

For one pupil, the program was really beneficial. This pupil has a challenging home life and so having other 

stable and encouraging adults in life was very important. The pupil was able to talk and be encouraged 

through reading and confidence levels increased greatly. 

 

The programme greatly impacted one child who has challenging behaviour, social and emotional difficulties, 

sensory issues etc. We were initially very nervous about including him in the group thinking he might be 

difficult to manage for the volunteers and disruptive or even sabotage the learning experience for the other 

children. However, we felt that the programme might be of great benefit to him and a support for his family 

(who struggle at times). There were teething difficulties but he eventually settled into the rhythm of the 

weekly classes, built a great relationship with his volunteers, enjoyed himself and gained confidence in 

reading and comprehension. His parents were also delighted that he engaged so well as they too were 

initially nervous. 
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4.1.5. Programme Impacts on Parents and Families 

Home School Community Liaison Coordinators indicated that Time to Read had a number of positive impacts 

on the families involved in the programme. 

− Increased awareness of the importance of reading: 71% 

− Increased reading in the home: 71% 

− Increased contact with school: 48% 

− Enhanced the school’s dialogue with families: 43% 

 

Increased contact with school is a big one in my role and something I notice every year we have ran this 

programme. 

 

A number of families have joined the library and had been attending regularly. A few of the families were willing 

to get involved in other reading initiatives that HSCL organised. They seemed to have gained confidence in both 

interacting with HSCL and other school personnel. 

 

There have been very positive impacts on all families; from the initial communication of the programme, the 

open day, the actual weekly reading with volunteers and how the children are reading more at home. The 

relationship between home and school is stronger and families and school staff are moving together to 

promote, encourage and improve reading. 

 

4.1.6        Overall Impacts on Children as a result of Time to Read 

Following on from the previous questions HSCL Coordinators were asked to consider the overall impacts of 

the programme on participating children.  

Further benefits included: 

− Improved self-confidence: 90%  

− Improved interpersonal skills: 76%  

− Improved engagement in school: 52%  

− Improved attendance: 29% 

− Improved punctuality: 24% 

 

Positive increase in confidence and self-esteem was observed of the children who participated in the 

programme. 
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For the majority of the pupils this program is definitely a huge positive. Class teachers definitely notice an 

increase in participation and an eagerness to read in groups or aloud in class. 

 

Children don't like to miss a session so there are definite improvements on attendance and punctuality. 

 

 

In this section of the evaluation Home School Community Liaisons were asked for their thoughts on the 

operation of the programme and service provided by BITCI. 

4.2.1. Library Visits 

62% of HSCL Coordinators found the library visit a worthwhile element of the programme. 5% (1 person) felt 

it was not worthwhile and 33% of HSCLs selected that their library visit did not happen (due to COVID-19). 

The HSCLs were then asked to comment on the effect of the library visit on the children. Below is some of 

their feedback:  

 

This year we did the library visit just before lockdown; They were so helpful and provided the pupils with a 

membership, a tour and a questionnaire. They were able to borrow books as well. 

 

Lots of fun on the lead up to it, a wonderful trip away from the school and a great day had by all involved. 

 

In relation to past years this day is a lovely celebration. Volunteers and families are together in the 

community's shared space of the public library and the kids are the centre of attention. 

 

4.2.2. Workplace Visits 

62% of HSCLs found the workplace visit a worthwhile element of the programme.  The remaining 38% selected 

that their workplace visit did not occur (due to COVID-19). The HSCLs were asked to comment on the effect of 

the workplace visit on the children. 

The workplace visit is possibly the highlight of the entire programme. Many of the children had never visited 

an office before. The children were raving about it afterwards! It depicted the working world and employment 

in a positive light to the children and whet their appetite to work in such an environment in years to come. 

Absolutely!! The children were given a chance to go to an adult’s workplace and see a variety of jobs from desk 

work, to engineering, to post work and returning emergency calls. Some of our pupils come from homes of 

unemployment and opportunities like this are invaluable. 

4.2 Programme Operation & Service 
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This is one of the children's favourite parts especially going into the boardroom and firing people. We have full 

attendance on such days. 

 

4.2.3. Feedback sessions 

Respondents were asked if they found the feedback sessions beneficial or not.  48% found the two feedback 

sessions beneficial. The remaining 52% did not attend the feedback sessions, and so therefore could not 

comment. Many feedback sessions did not occur because of the abrupt end of programmes due to COVID-19. 

 

We the staff in school learned a lot of important info and we were able to offer reassurance as well to the 

volunteers. 

 

I think it's important to answer any questions or worries the volunteers may have as well as ensure they are 

comfy enough and warm, etc. Especially through the winter months when our building is 133 years old! 

 

I attended two of these sessions with the team involved and I found them hugely beneficial. It was a wonderful 

opportunity to communicate how the programme was going and learn from matters or topics arising. 

 

 

 

In this section of the evaluation HSCLs were asked for any recommendations or changes they would make to 

the programme. 

 

4.3.1. Recommendations, Changes or Additions  

81% of respondents would make no changes to the programme for the next academic year. 

The remaining 19% identified the following aspects of the programme for recommendations: 

− The library event 

− The wrap up event 

− Other 

 

It would be fantastic if the programme could be opened up to all the children in the class. Perhaps all children 

could participate over a shorter time scale  eg full class participation for 8 weeks. 

 

4.3 Recommendations 
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As I mentioned I would love to see a way to open the programme up to the whole class. I appreciate this may 

not be possible, however in our case our classes are quite small. We found it very difficult to choose the children 

to attend this year. Bearing in  mind that its the middle ability range we choose, there were only four children 

left that could not participate. I know this is determined by numbers of volunteers etc....just wonder if there is 

anything we could look at going forward? 

 

4.3.2. Recommending the Time to Read Programme  

HSCL’s Net Promoter Score when asked how likely they were to recommend the Time to Read programme to 

a colleague was 71 out of 100 (78.9 in 2019). 

 

 

Workday & Francis Street CBS Primary 
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466 company volunteers were involved with Time to Read programme this year. 53% of volunteers completed 

the Time to Read Evaluation (79% in 2019).  The evaluation was divided into 4 sections: 

5.1 Programme Benefits & Impacts 

5.2 Programme Operation 

5.3 Support & Service 

5.4 Recommendations 

 

 

 

5.1.1. Overall Programme Enjoyment 

Company volunteers’ experience of the programme was overwhelmingly positive. The volunteers were asked 

to rate their overall enjoyment level from a choice of very enjoyable, enjoyable or not enjoyable. 91% (85% 

in 2019) of volunteers found the programme very enjoyable and 9% (15% in 2019) found it enjoyable. 

Volunteers commented: 

 

It was a pleasure to read with the girls. They were interested and engaging and bright young women. It gave 

me something to look forward to in my week and they in turn taught me things that I didn't know! 

 

It was great to step outside the confines of the office and work with the students on their reading. I found it so 

engaging and loved seeing their progression week on week. 

 

I enjoyed getting to help the kids not only with their confidence in reading and understanding of some words 

but also with their enjoyment of reading and helping them learn to take the time to understand what’s going 

on in the book and engage with it. It was a rewarding experience to be making a positive impact on the children. 

 

The programme was so well run, and the kids were always so well behaved. 

The girls were so friendly and funny, and it was lovely to spending time reading with them. 

 

The enthusiasm from the kids was incredible. From the shy first day to the attitude to reading on the last day 

was brilliant. The kids I believe enjoyed this time with us and looked forward to it every week. 

Section 5  

Volunteers Evaluation 

5.1 Programme Benefits & Impacts 
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5.1.2. Impact of the Programme on Volunteers 

Volunteers indicated that the Time to Read Programme had a number of positive impacts.  

− Improved communication skills: 61% (56% in 2019) 

− Improved self-awareness: 59% (56% in 2019)  

− Improved interpersonal skills: 54% (50% in 2019) 

− Improved self-confidence: 33% (27% in 2019) 

− Other: 10% 

− None: 2% 

 

Gave me the ability to provide a positive impact on the children development needs, whilst also allowing me to 

slow down, communicate more effectively and listen. 

 

Improved my ability to focus on social interactions and just be in the moment with the kids. 

 

The children say what they think, sometimes this can be very well thought out and a child's point of view can 

be very refreshing and interesting. 

 

The programme helped me to slow down and really think of the impact of my words. The programme also 

helped me to understand the challenges that exist in some of the more disadvantaged areas in Dublin, in a way 

that was very affecting. 

 

Learning different teaching methods for different children made me notice that not everyone learns in the same 

way - something useful for us to bring back into the business for meetings/training sessions. 

 

 

5.1.3. Achieving Programme Objectives  

Volunteers were asked to indicate whether they felt the programme met its aims and objectives: to increase 

enjoyment of reading, confidence in reading, fluency and self-discovery. The table overleaf indicates those 

responses. 
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Table 4: Achieving Programme Objectives  

Answer Options 
Exceeded its 

objective 
Met its 

objective 

Partially 
met 

objective 

Did not meet 
its objective 

Cannot 
comment 

 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 

Increased confidence 
in reading 

40% 44% 52% 52% 6% 4% 0% 0% 2% 0% 

Improved fluency 
and comprehension 
when reading 

29% 34% 57% 59% 12% 8% 0% 0% 2% 0% 

Increased the 
enjoyment of reading 

38% 33% 54% 61% 6% 5% 0% 0% 2% 0% 

Improved and 
encouraged self-
discovery 

26% 31% 55% 59% 13% 8% 0% 0% 4% 2% 

 

The kid’s confidence definitely improved. With one of the girls from the get-go she had no interest in the 

programme, hated reading and it was like pulling teeth. My last session with her, she told me that the previous 

weekend she asked her dad to bring her to the library and she took out 6 books. I have rarely felt so proud of a 

kid considering I don't have any. It felt so good that she done this under her own steam considering she was 

'too cool for school' beforehand. 

 

I’ve seen the children's natural curiosity and imagination grow weekly, which also increased their confidence. 

 

Being able to select books that they were interested in, enhanced their enjoyment of reading. Being encouraged 

to break down the words, increased confidence in reading. Being able to discuss hobbies, pets, friends, helped 

self-discovery. Discussion on the story as we went along helped comprehension. 

 

I saw very quiet shy children really transform into confident young readers; I also saw how confident they 

became with social skills just from the one to one attention. 

 

 

 

 

5.2.1. Aspects of Time to Read Programme  

Volunteers were asked to rate various aspects of the Time to Read Programme, such as the venue for the 

reading sessions and the ease of the volunteer changeover. 

5.2 Programme Operation 
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Answer Options Excellent Very Good Fair Poor 
Cannot 

comment/did 
not happen 

The workplace visit 28% 12% 2% 0% 59% 

The library visit 23% 12% 0% 0% 64% 

The feedback and 
support session 

26% 34% 6% 0% 33% 

Ease of the changeover 
of volunteers 

44% 49% 5% 1% 1% 

The venue of reading 
sessions 

40% 45% 14% 1% 0% 

 

The feedback session I think is a vital part of the programme, really helps everyone to work together as a team 

to help with the overall reading experience.  

 

I think the workplace visit was one of the highlights of the programme. The kids really seemed to enjoy it and 

helped me build a closer relationship with the kids. I feel the feedback session was very useful and by talking to 

the teacher about the kids and how they were getting on and I could provide my own feedback which was all 

very positive. The venue was also very convenient and everyone being together in the one place. 

 

The room is always set up so well for us. Cushions on chairs and a lovely warm room making for a nice 

atmosphere. 

 

The library visit is a real treat for the girls we read with as they feel more special than the rest of their class, 

who come to the library visit also.  XXX (BITCI Coordinator) is excellent in passing on tips and sharing 

information from other groups. 

 

5.2.2. Programme Books 

Volunteers were asked to rate the Time to Read books provided. 

− 75% found the books very appropriate and a good mix (60% in 2019)  

− 22% indicated the selection was the correct amount (35% in 2019)  

− 3% indicated the books were not suitable (5% in 2019)  

 

There was a great selection of books from factual to funny which meant the children had the chance to get to 

read a wide variety of books and decide which they liked best. There was also a good range of levels of books 

for the more and less confident readers. 
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I am between answers here - I think the school would benefit greatly with some more books, the selection was 

a little limited.  

 

This year a few of the children read Comic Books which related to Films they knew (action heroes etc.) This was 

brilliant as they were able to explore the story vs the Film and Visa Versa. Made the 30 mins per child really fly. 

Very enjoyable. 

 

Volunteers were asked to comment if the children they were reading with took books home with them. 25% 

(24% in 2019) of volunteers stated that the children took books home most weeks, 41% (45% in 2019) stated 

sometimes and 34% (32% in 2019) said that the children never took books home. We will aim to improve on 

this by asking the volunteers to encourage the children to bring their Time to Read books home.  

 

5.2.3. Volunteer Time Commitment to Programme 

Almost all (94%) the volunteers who responded this year said that the 10-week time commitment was 

manageable.  The remaining 6% of volunteers selected that circumstances due to COVID-19 meant they could 

not complete all of their sessions. 

Yes, school was very close by which made it easier to pop over to. 

 

I think this is what makes this programme so unique and impactful, the commitment is built into your day so it 

fits in around other commitments. As you have a partner to share this commitment with you can always swop 

if something comes up, we set up a WhatsApp group this year which helped with communication. 

 

I made all of my sessions; however, it is a significant time commitment.  I hadn't signed up before now as I was 

concerned about the time commitment and I'm not sure I would commit again as there were weeks when it 

was a challenge to juggle all commitments. 

 

 

 

 

5.3.1. Schools’ Welcome & Support 

99% of respondents indicated that the school's welcome and support throughout the programme was 

excellent or very good. 1% rated it as fair.  

5.3 Service & Support 
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Excellent school in every way. As volunteer coming in always felt welcomed and supported. Second time 

returning to school/ a time to read, and a privilege to get opportunity again. 

 

Principal X  and all the teachers we interacted with were great and super helpful, understanding and 

welcoming. 

 

We were welcomed with open arms and made to feel part of the school programme. We were definitely not 

an add on but a very useful resource. 

 

I was very impressed with the attitude of all teachers including the principal - they really know the children and 

the atmosphere was always the perfect balance - open allowing the children's personalities to shine through 

while remaining disciplined. 

 

 

5.3.2. Feedback and Support Session 

When asked if the feedback and support sessions were helpful, 64% of volunteers indicated that they were, 

4% no and 32% selected that they did not attend a feedback session. 

Yes this made us understand why certain children were in the programme without disclosing any personal info. 

 

It was great to be able to talk through different scenarios with the rest of the volunteers and to get input from 

the school and BITCI coordinator. 

 

Yes, it’s great to hear how the other volunteer is getting on and to see if you have any similar experiences as 

them. It's a lovely chance to share stories and ask questions but more importantly it’s a great time to discuss 

how the girls are getting on and see if there's anything else we can do to help them develop their skills and 

enjoy their experience further. 

 

it was important to hear feedback from parents as we all learn from feedback and it encourages to continue 

what we do and if any suggestions recommended to work on them. 

 

 

 

In this section of the evaluation volunteers were asked for any recommendations or changes they would 

make to the programme. 

5.4 Recommendations 
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5.4.1. Volunteer’s experience of the training and recommendations 

99% of volunteers felt that the training provided prepared them for the reading sessions. 

 

I thought the session was very thorough and it was great to be able to take some material away and refer back 

to it before the reading sessions. 

 

It would be helpful to have some understanding our children’s home environment.  I was extremely conscious 

to not ask questions about home yet I felt one child wanted to share about home time and the other child I was 

really uncertain of their situation, yet I sensed he really wanted to talk home at times but I was really careful 

to allow him to steer the conversation.  It's a tough one! 

 

I think a handover at the beginning would be beneficial. A brief outline of the boys, age, reading level, what 

their strengths/weaknesses are, if English isn't their first language etc, if they should be challenged to read 

harder books. 

 

5.4.2. Recommendations or Changes 

88% of respondents would make no changes or additions to the programme.  Of the remaining 13% most 

recommendations related to: 

− The books: 39%  

− The changeover of volunteers: 23%  

− Time of reading session: 19% 

− The venue of the reading sessions: 13% 

− The volunteer log: 12% 

− The library visit: 10% 

− The workplace visit: 10% 

− The launch event: 6% 

− Other: 39% 

I found that we spent too much time looking for books. The kid should ultimately choose the book they want 

to read, but maybe there should be some time spent by the volunteers, after the welcome session, to gather 

some books they think the kid might like so that time is saved for reading instead of browsing. 

I would suggest, if at all possible, that one volunteer is with the children rather than the changeover.  I felt after 

the first 5 weeks they were only beginning to feel comfortable and then got someone new - only an opinion. 
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If the kids could have their books picked it would mean they have a full half hour to concentrate on 

reading/crosswords etc. I found it took away from the short time frame we had together when all the kids were 

at the bookshelf together trying to pick a book. 

Recommending the Time to Read Programme  

The volunteers were asked how likely it is that they would recommend the Time to Read programme to a 

friend or colleague. The Net Promotors Score was 87 out of 100  (79.9 in 2019). 

When asked if the Time to Read programme was a meaningful volunteering experience 100% of volunteers 

agreed that, yes, it was and the comments were overwhelmingly positive: 

Very much so. The commitment to the program motivates me to be more engaging to the children and being 

proactive in communicating with fellow colleague considering I am in a new community therefore the whole 

experience from walking to school, entering the door, choosing books and many others was an enjoyable 

learning curve.  

For me I would classify something as meaningful when I would volunteer to do it again in a heartbeat. The Time 

to Read programme I would not hesitate to take part in again.  

I got so much satisfaction that after the session I felt I had done a good deed for the day. 

Best hour within the week. Felt like I was making a difference. 

It feels great to be a good role model for kids and to help them with their education. Knowing that some of 

them go through a difficult time and you can be there as someone they trust means a lot. 

Supporting our local community made me feel more a part of my workplace. 

I love to read and it has benefited my life. It was meaningful to try pass this on to the children. 
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Each participating company had a designated individual coordinating the programme on behalf of the 

business. 33 out of 41 (80%) company coordinators completed the evaluation this year (90% in 2019). The 

evaluation form was divided into four key sections: 

6.1 Programme Benefits & Impacts 

6.2 Programme Operation  

6.3 Service & Support 

6.4 Recommendations 

 

 

 

This section examined the benefits of participation in the programme, both to the employees and to the 

company. 

  

6.1.1. Benefits of Participation to Employees 

91% of respondents felt that being able to make a difference in a child’s life was a beneficial aspect of the 

programme. 91% of company coordinators indicated that getting the feel good factor was a very beneficial 

aspect of the Time to Read Programme for company employees. 88% felt that this opportunity to be involved 

in a project outside normal work duties was a benefit. 88% agreed in increased employees’ awareness of the 

outside community while 76% agreed volunteers’ involvement in the programme increased employees’ 

motivation/job satisfaction. 

 

So many positives to being involved in such a worthwhile programme and being afforded the opportunity 

through work.  Of all the things you would say about working in Virgin Media, this type of activity has to be 

one of the major positives and differentiators.  

6.1 Programme Benefits & Impacts 

 

Section 6  

Company Coordinator 

Evaluation 
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I think the benefits include all of the above! Also it helps volunteers' problem solving skills, in finding different 

ways to encourage children to read. And many other things- responsibility, empathy, patience. 

I think its good personal development for the volunteers involved taking people out of their comfort zone and 

doing something rewarding such as giving back to the community. I also think it helps overall morale and 

generates positive wellbeing. 

I believe it's a great opportunity to mix with people from other departments across the business, and to do 

something different and worthwhile with your time. 

 

 
Zurich Ireland & St John’s NS, The Faythe, Wexford 
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6.1.2. Benefits of Participation to the Company 

In this question we asked company coordinators to rate the different benefits to the company of 

participating in Time to Read.  

 
Table 5: Programme Benefits to the Company 

Answer Options 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 201 

Makes a contribution to 
the local community 

91% 84% 9% 16% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Provides an enjoyable & 
meaningful volunteer 
opportunity 

94% 95% 6% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Contributes to our CSR 
strategy 

70% 74% 30% 26% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Supports education 
locally 

88% 83% 12% 16% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Helps raise the company 
profile locally 

36% 47% 39% 26% 21% 23% 3% 5% 0% 0% 

Assists employee skills 
development 

36% 53% 42% 42% 21% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

 

The Time to Read programme provides a great feel good factor for the staff involved and they really enjoyed 

it. The school is so near to our head office, and that helped with managing volunteers especially if one volunteer 

could not make it on a particular day. 

 

For employees who are working at a computer all day, this is something totally different and develops other 

types of skill. Volunteers experience more confidence, in knowing they can make a difference in the community. 

 

 

BITCI & St. Mary’s NS, Dublin 7 
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In this section we asked the companies to rate their satisfaction with different elements of the Time to Read 

programme which included the reading sessions, library visit, workplace visit, feedback sessions and the wrap 

up event. 

 

6.2.1. Company Satisfaction  

Companies were asked to rate their overall satisfaction with the various parts of the programme such as the 

ease of volunteer changeover and the feedback sessions.  

 

Table 6: Company Satisfaction with Programme Features 

Answer Options Excellent Very Good Fair Poor 

 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 

The ease of changeover of 
volunteers 

64% 58% 33% 30% 3% 12% 0% 0% 

The feedback sessions 72% 58% 24% 35% 3% 7% 0% 0% 

 

This link was very close to ESB offices so changeover was easier for staff. The feedback sessions helped to 

demonstrate what was working and what could be changed. The volunteers learned from one another also. 

 

The feedback sessions are important they can help to build confidence in the volunteers, when people are 

volunteering for the first time with children there can be some apprehension if they have not spent time with 

children not since they were children themselves! They can gain insight from hearing about the other 

volunteers’ experience and the teacher can help give more background on the child. 

 

We had a WhatsApp group which made it easy to coordinate volunteers. 

 

6.2.2. The Library Visit 

We asked company coordinators if they felt the library visit was a worthwhile element of the programme. 

Many of the library visits did not happen as they were scheduled to take place in later March/April but the 

schools closed in March.  When asked if the library visit was a worthwhile element: 

− Yes: 45%  

− No: 0% 

− Did not occur: 55% 

 

6.2 Programme Operation 
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As always, it was a great element of the programme as the children could link the reading at school with the 

reading at home. For parents, they knew where their local library was and that it was free for their children to 

get the books they enjoyed somewhere local. 

 

This always goes down well with the children and volunteers and is one of the highlights of the programme. 

 

The girls clearly enjoyed it; it has encouraged their teachers to bring them to the library at other times during 

the year. The volunteers also enjoyed meeting the girls in a relaxed and neutral venue. 

 

This reinforced the importance of children being part of a library and visiting it regularly.  The school has set up 

more scheduled library visits as a result of the Time to Read programme. 

 

6.2.3. The Workplace Visit 

We asked company coordinators if they felt the workplace visit was a worthwhile element of the programme. 

The majority of workplace visits did not happen due to the Covid closure. 

When asked if the workplace visit was a worthwhile element: 

− Yes: 39%  

− No: 0% 

− Did not occur: 61% 

 

Children were very excited to visit GNI, and this seems to be one of the highlights of the program! We tried to 

make a varied and informative visit, which they enjoyed. Also sausage and chips in our canteen was very 

popular! 

 

This also goes down well with the children as it gives them an insight to the volunteers’ working life and 

sometimes helps children understand what work options will be open to them when they finish school. 

 

Really nice to be able to show the children where we work and explain how our business works and what we 

all do day to day. 
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6.2.4. Company Time Commitment 

We advise that company volunteers dedicate 10 weeks to the Time to Read Programme, ideally over 2 blocks 

of 5 weeks. With this in mind, when the company coordinators were asked to comment on the 10-week 

commitment, 97% felt it was manageable. 

The process of having two volunteer readers that checked the scheduled dates for reading and dates were 

agreed between them, ensured that there was a reading volunteer available on the dates. 

 

10 weeks is manageable, between 2 Volunteers. If one volunteer can't make it the other partner can fill in. It’s 

not too long a commitment, and only an hour a week.  

 

Yes, and gives sufficient time to build rapport between the volunteers and the children. 

 

 

 

 

Companies were asked to rate and comment on the service received from the BITCI coordinator, as well as the 

communication with the school coordinator and the partnership between the company and the school. 

 

6.3.1. Service Provided by BITCI 

The company coordinator was asked to rate the service level provided by BITCI.  The ratings were:  excellent, 

very good, fair or poor.  94% of companies evaluated the service provided by the BITCI coordinator as excellent. 

3% rated the service as very good and 3% rated it as fair. Feedback and comments included: 

 

Coordinator X is an excellent BITC Time to Read Co-ordinator who was terrific, especially as the company co-

ordinator was changed this year, so the learning curve was steeper. Their support to us was especially 

important and valued when trying to manage the programme in the light of Covid19 restrictions. 

 

Coordinator X has been extremely helpful and informative. Any questions we had, they were on hand to 

answer promptly. They were an essential part of this program - really appreciated her help and guidance, and 

all done in a friendly manner! 

 

Coordinator X could not have been more helpful and available to us all. They are an excellent facilitator and 

their easy friendly manner made the delivery of the programme in partnership with them an absolute 

pleasure. 

6.3 Service and Support 
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Coordinator X is really organised and is always so friendly, positive, calm and personable - I enjoy working 

with them every year. 

 

6.3.2. Communication between the Company and the Teacher 

The company coordinator was asked to rate the communication between themselves and the teacher. The 

ratings from which to choose were:  excellent, very good, fair or poor. 79% of company coordinators evaluated 

the communication as excellent. 18% rated the communication as very good and 3% rated it as fair. Feedback 

and comments included: 

 

The support from the school this year has been excellent, the second-class teacher welcomes the programme 

whole heartedly and is very in tune to the children and their needs. 

 

She was excellent and nothing was too much trouble. 

 

We have a great relationship with the teacher from the school. This year he stepped up when a kid was not 

motivated/interested in reading and helped keep the experience positive for the volunteers. 

 

Both the class teacher and the principal jointly coordinated the project on behalf of the school.  They were very 

enthusiastic about the programme from the very start, always accommodating with a warm welcome every 

visit.  Delivery of the programme was seamless with all arrangements, changes in scheduling etc. being 

actioned immediately and without any issue.   

 

6.3.3. Partnership between the Company and the School 

Similarly, the partnership between the company and their partnering school was evaluated as excellent by 

82% of the respondents and 18% rated it as very good. 

 

The schools involved are committed and are excellent to deal with. Their commitment to the children was a 

positive influence on our reading volunteers.  

 

School has been helpful in every way, and enthusiastic and appreciative of our Volunteer program. 

The school went out of their way to accommodate the staff in what is challenging circumstances at the best 

of times. They are an amazing school with a very strong principal which is the key to its success with the 

company. 
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Recommendations, Changes or Additions  

76% of respondents would make no changes to the programme. 

The remaining 24% recommendations related to: 

− The books 

− The volunteer log  

− The Feedback and support sessions:  

− The one to one reading sessions 

− The changeover of volunteers  

− Other  

 

Not a recommendation but more of a comment on the changes that will occur as a result of Covid. Our 

partnering school will need more support than most schools and we'd be happy to consider whatever 

recommendations BITCI and the school suggest. 

 

All volunteer readers felt that one hour was not long enough to spend with 2 pupils.  By the time the pupils got 

to and from the classroom, settled down and had a bit of a catch up with their volunteer reader there was only 

about 20 minutes left to read with each children.  Log books also had to be filled in which took more time from 

the actual reading.  An extra 20 minutes would be useful in maximising reading time. 

 

Not a recommendation, but would just like a way of making recruiting easier! Sometimes it’s hard to get 

volunteers, but when they get involved they really do enjoy it.  

 

6.4.1. Recommending the Time to Read Programme 

Company coordinators’ net promoter score when asked how likely they were to recommend the Time to Read 

programme to another company was 91 out of 100 (86 in 2019). 

 

6.4 Recommendations 
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Core & St. James’ Primary School, Dublin 8 
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Find out more 

Contact Germaine Noonan 

Programme Manager 

            01 874 7232 

gnoonan@bitc.ie 

 

 

Connect with us 

@Action_on_Ed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

wwwww.bitc.ie 


